
 The 5 large Shape People 
(Circle, Square, Triangle, 
Oval and Rectangle) from 
SM3 and SM6

 5 smaller Shape People

 A pair of scissors

 25 x 10cm pieces of 
drinking straws or similar 
‘sticks’

 4 pieces of thin wire/thick 
thread – one 50cm long, 
one 70cm, plus one 35cm 
and one 40cm for the 
additional activity

 25 x 5cm pieces of drinking 
straws or similar, for the 
additional activity

10–15 minutes

HOUSES FOR SHAPE PEOPLE

Ask your child if they remember the Shape People, and show them the straight-edged (rectilinear) ones, i.e. 
Square, Triangle and Rectangle. Remind them of their names. Say: The Shape People have no houses to live in 
during the cold winter months. Can you help make ‘houses’ for them? The house for each one needs to be the 
same shape as its occupant – the one who’s going to live there.

Show your child the 10cm pieces of straw. Ask for their ideas about how to make a ‘house’ for each shape. Then 
work together to make ‘houses’ for Square, Triangle and Rectangle from the pieces of straws. You or your child 
can trim the straw pieces as you wish to make them fit. When each house is ready, put the relevant Shape Person 
inside its house:

Repeat the discussion with your child, and then the procedure for Oval and Circle. This time, use wire or thick 
thread to make the ‘houses’:

Your child can build houses of the correct shapes for all the large Shape People, with some help.
Your child can build all, or some, of the houses for the smaller-size Shape People independently.
Your child can place the correct shape in each house.

To develop and extend knowledge of geometric shapes
To develop a kinaesthetic procedure for reproducing geometric 
figures (circle, square, triangle, oval and rectangle)
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Give your child the smaller versions of the Shape People and the 5cm pieces of straw. Ask your child if they can 
make ‘houses’ for those Shape People (independently this time). As before, trim the straws if you need to.
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Cut out each shape person separately, directly around it’s edges (leaving no white).
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